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Principal’s Message
Curriculum Day - Developing a Guaranteed and Viable Curriculum in Mathematics
Our March 5th Curriculum Day was a productive one, where our external Mathematics Consultant, Chris Botheras, led the teachers to
collaboratively build the Essential Learnings curriculum documentation in all Mathematics strands:
● Number and Algebra
● Measurement and Geometry
● Statistics and Probability
Our next layer of work will be to build the Learning Sequences, Planning Sequences, Assessments and Proficiency Scales - sounds like
a lot of ‘teacher talk’ there! As per our curriculum day, this work will be informed by professional readings from mathematical experts,
and also be guided by Chris’ wealth of knowledge and experience. Chris also spent the day with us on Monday 15th of March and
modelled lessons in the 2/3 and P/1 classrooms, with the teachers released to observe, take notes, and then participate in a team
debrief to discuss observations and plan the subsequent lessons. Our ongoing work will enhance our consistency, high quality teaching
and learning practice in Mathematics.
School Council
We have had our first School Council Meeting this week, and I am pleased to confirm the members of School Council:
Parent members:
● Vesna Frisina (mum of (Isabella F - grade 6) - School Council President
● Karlee Griffiths (mum of Marlee C - grade 2) - Vice President
● Tania Jorquera (mum of Manny Q-R - grade 6)
● Haydn Ellis (dad of Maisie E - grade 1)
● Emily Aylett (mum of Mia C - grade 1)
● Kylie Kirk (mum of Jordan G - grade 1)
Staff Members:
1. Natalie Vulic
2. Ivy Leach - Treasurer
3. Elena Tolchenova
4. Nazlia Edwards
A big thank you to our departing members:
1. Michael Voulgarellis
2. Nanda Bhoj
Thank you for your contribution towards Dinjerra’s school council, and your dedication toward enhancing the school for our students.
Our confirmed sub-committees are:
Name of Sub-Committee

Members

Finance

Elena Tolchenova
Vesna Frisina

Natalie Vulic
Education

Mark Catterson
Ivy Leach
Nazlia Edwards
Emily Aylett

Fundraising and Community Events

Michael Voulgarellis
Deb Domas
Vensa Frisina
Karlee Griffiths
Kylie Kirk
Haydn Ellis

Family members are invited to join sub-committees of interest. More information on our sub-committees will be
communicated in the following weeks.
Our Community Vegetable Garden
It is wonderful to see our community vegetable garden with some green in it! Our planting afternoon was a success - thank you to Kylie
Kirk for coordinating the preparing and planting. A big thank you goes out to the following parents who showed their ‘green thumbs’:
Kylie Kirk, Sue and Peter Marmo, Rima Akther, Marie O’Connor, Violet Trinh , Tai Duong and Erin Rees.

Harmony Day

Harmony Week celebrates Australia’s cultural diversity. It’s about inclusiveness, respect and a sense of belonging for everyone. Our
community at Dinjerra is made up of many different cultures. To celebrate how we all come together as one at Dinjerra, we are
conducting the following activities on Friday 19th March:
●
●

9:00am - 10:45am Celebration of Learning – Open Classrooms
10:45 - 11:15am - Family lunch picnic - outdoors

*It is a uniform free day - students are encouraged to either wear the colour orange, to represent Harmony Day, or wear
traditional costumes or colours from their country of heritage.
We are looking forward to seeing families join us in the morning. Congratulations to Amy Tran, for her excellent design and artwork of
our Harmony Day poster (please see the poster on the following pages).
Fundraising - Bunnings Sausage Sizzle - Date confirmed
We will be raising funds at Bunnings Sunshine on Saturday 29th May. We will have more information about volunteering in the next few
weeks, but for now, please save the date!
End of Term: Important Dates
Last day of term 1 - Thursday 1st April
Whole School Assembly 1:00pm - Dismissal 1:30
First Day of Term 2 - Monday 19th April
Kind Regards,
Natalie.

A message from the Acting Assistant Principal - Mr. Catterson
Developing Successful Writers

Writing is an essential skill. It is more than just putting words on paper. Writing is a process of communication that plays
an important role in your child’s life - both in and out of the classroom. Our focus at school is to teach students
transferable skills that will assist them with any writing task that they undertake - we teach the writer, not the writing.
Teachers plan learning opportunities for students to develop key skills in writing, while gaining confidence and
independence in writing a variety of different text types and forms and for a variety of purposes and audiences. Students
are taught the craft and conventions of writing, as well as the process of planning, drafting, revising and editing. Students
are also supported with strategies to help them develop their writing stamina.
You can make a big difference in helping your child to develop writing skills and become successful in writing. There are
many opportunities you can provide at home to allow your child to apply the skills they are learning beyond the
classroom and into some purposeful, real - life contexts.
Below are some suggestions of how you can support your child to become a successful writer:
● Be a good model of writing. Let your child see you write and talk with them about how you use writing in your life
- making lists, writing letters, emails, notes to family members
● Find reasons for your child to write - help with the shopping list, cards to family members, thank you notes, books
for younger or older siblings to read at bedtime. A journal is a great way for your child to record things that
happen day to day or when away on a family trip.
● Share stories from your life with your child. Your life stories are more interesting to your child than made up
stories or TV shows… these become great inspiration for writing.
● When your child wants to tell you about an interesting thing that happened during the day, enjoy listening and
encourage him or her to jot the event down. It encourages their enthusiasm and might make a good piece of
writing later.
● When your child shows you his or her writing, focus on what your child is doing well. Writing is very personal and
confidence can be easily crushed, so respond to what they write rather than how they write it.
● Stress the importance of the writing process of planning, drafting, revising and editing, not just the final product.
● Provide writing materials for your child - paper with lines and no lines, pencils and pen, shaped notepads,
journals, spiral bound books, coloured pencils, stencils, markers and erasers.
● A child’s speaking vocabulary is greater than written vocabulary. Help with spelling as needed, but do not expect
your child to spell every word correctly. If children only use words they know how to spell, their writing will be
dull and lifeless.

Fostering good writing habits will make a big difference in your child’s attitude about writing!

Prep/1 Learning

Reading:
Every morning the children do a shared read with the teacher. The teacher uses a big book so all the children can read
along with the text. The teacher shows the children how to point to the words and where to start reading. The children
discuss what’s happening in the story using the pictures and listening to key words in the text. The teacher shows the
children when there is bold writing what we do as readers. (read the text with expression).
The preps are learning how a book works, such as the front cover, back cover, title, author, illustrator, blurb, title page
and spine of the book.
We also introduce a ‘Reading Comprehension Strategy’. Over the last few weeks the children have been learning to
‘Visualise’. We show the children that good readers make a movie in their mind as they are reading so they can
understand what they are reading.
Guided Reading has started in the prep/one area. The children work with the teacher in small groups. The teacher
guides the children to help them read the text independently.
Home reading has started and the children are enjoying reading their books with their parents. Well done to the
children who remember to bring their books every day.
Music: The children have enjoyed attending Music with Mr Carus. They have been learning to play different
instruments such as the ukulele, African drums which are called ‘djembe’ and keyboards. They have learnt to play the c
chord and the f chord.
Word Work: The preps have been investigating the letter names and sounds, we have studied Mm Ss, Ff, Aa and Pp.
The grade ones are looking at where they can hear and see the sounds in the words such as ‘m’ can be at the beginning
of a word or at the end of the word and learning to use a dictionary. Each week the children use whiteboards to
practise writing their names, the correct formation of each letter and the new word for the week. Each of the words
are then put on our class word wall for all the children to access during writing time. The class words we have studied
so far are, manners, safe, friends, and, put. Mainly the words come from the Oxford word list.
Maths: Through ‘Informal Measurement’ the children are measuring items in various ways such as hand spans, icy
pole sticks, unifix blocks and streamers. They have used Informal Measurement to measure their arms and legs.(Watch
out for the photos in the coming weeks of the finished product!) We have also measured how tall everyone is using
formal measurement. The children have been very excited about this as we often find them discussing who is tallest,
shortest and who is the same height.
We have been investigating ‘How many letters in our name?’ We made a class bar graph to show the findings. We
surveyed the fruit the children were eating during fruit time and we made a pictograph of the results. The children
have been discussing the results.

Year 2/3 Learning
The year 2/3 students have been very busy learners! In Reading, they have been using the clarifying reading strategy to
help them develop a deeper understanding about texts. They have been identifying unknown words in a text and using
their prior knowledge and evidence from the text to think aloud and clarify the meaning of these words to help them
understand the text in greater detail.
In Writing, the students have planned and drafted their first narrative piece of writing for the year. Next week, the
students will begin to learn and unpack persuasive texts, before they write their own persuasive piece.
In Maths, the students have been learning how to read, write, order and interpret numbers to 1000 and beyond! They
have been working with MAB blocks to represent these numbers.
The students also planted seeds which they will be caring for in the classroom before we transfer them to the school’s
kitchen garden. The students will be documenting the growth of the seeds in their Writer’s Notebooks. The students
are very excited about this project and look forward to caring for the seeds and checking their progress each morning.

Year 4/5/6 Learning
On Thursday the 4th of March the Grade 5 and 6 students went surfing in Torquay. It was fantastic to see all the
students have a go and there were many who got up on the board to catch some waves.
We all had lots of fun and the students' smiles were priceless!
We would like to thank Martha McIntyre for funding the excursion and giving our students another amazing
experience!

In classroom news, we are looking at the way we live here in Australia and comparing it to another part of the
world. Students are in the middle of choosing a country to focus on and are learning how to research
accurately. Both classes are considering the values that are the same wherever you live, and exploring what
differences there are, and what life might be like for someone their age living in another part of the world.

